In general:

- Scum Off is an enzyme & more will not necessarily make it work better. Please be sure to follow the directions.
- Scum Off works on any hard surface. If you can safely put water on, Scum Off will safely & effectively clean it.
- Scum Off is safe for, and will not remove, most (but not all) paints, stains & dyes. Spot check a small area first.
- Scum Off contains no chemicals or abrasives. It will not scratch & is safe on sealers like Clearcoat and Gelcoat.
- Scum Off should be applied full strength & allowed to sit for heavy cleaning. Dilute with water for normal use.
- Scum Off needs water to work! Even when using full strength, wet surface first or use a damp applicator.
- Scum Off will take most anything off any hard surface unless it forms a chemical bond (like certain adhesives).
- Scum Off can be used on any natural stone: Marble, Granite, Quartz, Travertine, Limestone, Slate & others.
- Scum Off can be used on any metal without streaking: Chrome, Stainless Steel, Brass, Nickel & Aluminum.
- Scum Off can be used on Plastic, Acrylic, Fiberglass, Ceramic & Glass (stovetops), Porcelain, Tile and Grout.
- Scum Off can be used on floors: Stone, Tile, Linoleum, Vinyl & Hardwood. It’s great on cabinets, too.
- Scum Off is safe to use around food & is great in the kitchen on Stovetops, Countertops & Appliances.

Other uses include:

- In the pressure washer
- On cars, trucks, boats & RVs
- In holding tanks & bilges
- Pool tile
- Fireplace brick
- Concrete
- As a parts bath
- Lawn furniture
- Hot tubs & spas
- Siding on a house
- Canvas awnings
- Many more!

Let us know what you use it for!

Light Solution: 1tsp Scum Off per quart of water - Light cleaning, use just like Windex - Great on windows, mirrors, glass, stainless steel and other metals as well as stovetops and counters (including all flat-tops and natural stones)

Heavy Solution: 2TBLS (1oz) Scum Off per quart of water - Replaces heavy cleaners and degreasers like 409 and Simple Green - Great on tile & grout, fireplace brick, engines and parts (degrease), wheels, vinyl siding and BBQ’s

How to clean Rims, Vehicles, RV Holding Tanks and Boat Bilges:

Holding Tank: Dump your holding tanks using lots of water to flush. Close the valves. Pour one half of a gallon of Scum Off Heavy Solution into the toilet bowl. Swish around with a toilet brush to deodorize the bowl. Then release the cleaner into the holding tank. Run a little more water into the tank. Add some of the solution to the gray water tank also: it’s great for greasy buildup. Be sure to put Scum Off in before traveling, so that the cleaner can slosh around in the tanks while driving.

Boat Bilges: For wet bilges, mix 1 cup Scum Off to 1 gallon of warm water and pour in bilges before leaving the dock. (5 cups to 5 gallons, etc.) For dry bilges, use Scum Off Heavy Solution, spray on walls of bilge areas and wipe off.

Exterior Wash: For a general cleaning (cars, trucks, boats, RV’s), put 2oz Scum Off in a gallon of warm water in a bucket and use with a soft cloth or non-abrasive sponge to clean then rinse off.

Rims: Use Scum Off directly from the bottle with a soft cloth or non-abrasive sponge, foam up and let sit for a few minutes for heavy cleaning (like brake dust). Use light or heavy solution day-to-day.
**Directions for use**

**Bathrooms, fiberglass, natural stone, porcelain, tile and grout:** Wet surface, apply Scum Off full-strength directly from the bottle to the surface using a damp, non-abrasive, webbed sponge (or a stiff-bristle brush) in circular motion until you see the white, foamy bubbles. Let sit for one-hour. Scum Off will dry. Repeat this process after one-hour and immediately rinse clean. For smooth glass only: Use green scrub pad (kitchen scrubber) or 0000 steel wool instead.

**Daily shower spray:** Mix 1-TBLS Scum Off into one-quart spray bottle and fill with water. After every shower, spray all surfaces liberally with solution. Do not squeegee or dry the walls—just spray and walk away. Water will sheet off and help keep surface clean and bright. For best results use Scum Off immediately after each shower, spraying it on while surfaces are still warm and wet.

**Ceramic stovetops and glass cooktops:** Apply Scum Off directly with wet, non-abrasive, webbed sponge for tough grease buildup and wipe off with a damp towel, or, mix 1-tsp Scum Off into one-quart spray bottle and fill with water and use like Windex for normal cleaning.

**Fiberglass boats, RVs, hot tubs and lawn furniture:** Wet surface, apply Scum Off full-strength directly from the bottle to the surface using a scrub brush or non-abrasive, webbed sponge. Let sit 30 minutes then repeat process and hose off.

**Dishwasher:** Add 2- TBLS to 2-3 consecutive empty loads using pot-scrubber or the highest setting on your dishwasher to clean. Use 1-tsp per load in place of liquid dishwashing detergent thereafter. Scum Off is safe for your dishes, will prevent calcium deposits and soap film buildup so your jets spray better and it will not leave a white film behind on glass and plastic-ware.

**Toilet bowl:** Turn water off at wall and flush toilet to empty. Apply Scum Off full-strength directly from the bottle to the surface with green scrub pad (kitchen scrubber), let sit one-hour, repeat process and flush toilet.

**Indoor windows:** Mix 1-tsp Scum Off into one-quart spray bottle and fill with water. Use just like Windex—spray on & wipe off. Scum Off will clean beautifully and leave no streaks behind. (If streaking does occur, solution is too strong. Pour half the bottle out and fill with more water.)

**Outdoor windows:** On a cool day, wet your windows first. Mix one-ounce (2-TBLS) Scum Off into one-quart of water. Apply to windows and wipe with a non-abrasive, webbed sponge. Rinse off. Scum Off will cause water to sheet away leaving windows clean and bright without squeegeeing or drying. For hard water spots, apply Scum Off directly from the bottle to the surface using green scrub pad (kitchen scrubber) or brush. Let sit for 30 minutes, repeat process and then immediately rinse off—there is no need to squeegee or dry, water will sheet off leaving windows clean and bright. DO NOT APPLY IN HOT SUN.

**Scum Off is safe for sewer and septic systems as well as RV holding tanks.**

**Not for ingestion or consumption. As with all cleaners, keep out of reach of children.**

**For eyes:** Flush with water for 15 minutes. If still irritated, call Physician.

**Skin:** Rinse with water.

**Internal:** Drink large quantities of water.

To reorder, please call 800.223.9187 or visit scumoff.com

We thank you for supporting an American Business and American Jobs by purchasing a product produced right here in the USA!